re: Tory Smith matter.
July 17, 2016
This a formal response - to one - of the many people who have written to me…
about Tory Smith of Great Britain, and his desire to speak the truth regarding
systemic paedophilia at the top levels of global power & the Reptilians who are
killing his body.
And, potential Andromeda Council intervention and help.
Following Andromeda Council protocols with the assistance of the commander of the Andromeda Council (A/C)
biospheres, Andromene, their primary intedimensional communicator, Azar their
Chief Medical Officer (CMO), Nahiska, the Head of all Andromeda Council
Security Forces, and lastly, Ambassador Tanka, AC Ambassador to planet Earth;
I've asked for as much immediate protection for Tory Smith as possible.
What they have has shown me is a moving image of a Reptilian siphoning the
energy life force out of this man. What I am saying is literal. This Reptilian is
sucking the energetic life force, his spiritual essence, that slice of his oversoul that
animates his human body... the Reptilian is sucking of the life force essence out of
this human being, Tory Smith.
However, Azar, A/C CMO, said that - the soul - of this person is protected by the
connection with the Arcturian engineering life protectorate that has mastered the
art of securing, and keeping intact, the geometric pattern of 'Tory Smith's' said life
force, and any life forms that exist on any dimensions... except the Co-creators
and the, for lack of better words, highest level, 'angelic' dimensional realms.
Co-creators and the angelic frequency dimensional realms have their connection
directly with Source. Therefore, their engineering design of protection comes
from Source as the lower dimensions have yet to obtain this level of mastery, this
kind of protective frequencies.
Moreover, Reptilians are no longer the ‘master’ of souls on Earth because of the
planetary frequency changes that had once been in place previous to energies that
came in with what was called the - 'Harmonic Convergence.' They have lost the
majority of their so-called ‘powers’.
And, they are dying and are very hard, trying to maintain the control over human
beings to renew their ‘feasting strength’, so to speak.
The intervention on the part of the People from the Planet Kaena, Procyon star
system, they have destroyed the Reptilians many, 15, operational undersea
bases… as well as some underground ones.
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Now only approximately 120 Reptilians remain on planet Earth. About 70 of
them are pure Reptilians, and the remaining ones are hybrids, part cosmic human
and part reptilian DNA.
Reptilians continue to make humanity believe that they can still terrorize them, if
humanity allows them to do so.
The sonic frequency of the human mind is very powerful... if humanity can realize
this discovery for themselves.
In addition, with our advanced sonic technologies, originally created by the People
of the Procyon Star system… Reptilian minds cannot tolerate these high pitch,
much higher frequencies; therefore, these remaining Reptilians on, or deep inside
planet Earth… they will ALL be eradicated.
As to our intervention –
Nahiska, along with his security forces, and the officers under the Commander of
the primary AC biospheres - we will dispatch and continue to dispatch to
locations where there have been human beings that are targeted and are
continuously targeted by Reptilians that are the voice to humanity;
By us & our joint allies, the remaining Reptilians that are left on this planet will be
removed, or destroyed.
How "soon"… will the remaining Reptilians be destroyed and/or captured? We
can only say, soon, as you would understand in your language.
----In closing, here is what Ambassador Tanka had to say, overall, about this
situation:
"...People of Earth, we are here at your doorstep. My advice to you is to take a
deep breath and calm your own hearts. Let your hearts beat to the center of
your own souls. Breathe the fresh air among the trees, grasses, and the waters
of the Earth. Silent the pounding of your hearts to listen to the birds that sing to
you the many songs of the Earth. Look up to the skies on a bright clear day to
ponder the beauty of your blue blue.
Watch for us in the dusk of evening, starry night skies and the dew of the early
morning sunrise. Close your own eyes, be silent and listen within and you will
hear us speaking to you in words that you can easily understand. We are nearer
to you than you can ever imagine like a brush upon your shoulders and a touch
of a gentle kiss to your forehead or cheek. Embrace the new dawn of a new era
for this beautiful world and its peoples.
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Be strong, have faith within your hearts and know that we are ever monitoring
this planet with love and concern for your well being… for we are all related in
the cosmos of life.
Be at peace, my young students and children of the Earth as well as children
from the stars. All councils join with me to say, Mitakuye Oya’sin! We are all
related. We are One.
------------------------That was from Ambassador Tanka.
This is Tolec reporting.
Wodakote, peace, to you, your family & your closest friends.
-Tolec
Andromeda Council
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